
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

WEEK 2 
 

References mentioned in Week 2: 

 

Vagus nerve and breathing – the connection: 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/gb/blog/the-athletes-way/202009/slower-breathing-facilitates-

eudaimonia-your-vagus-nerve 

Beginners guide to polyvagal theory: 

https://www.rhythmofregulation.com/resources/Beginner's%20Guide.pdf 

Three simple breathing techniques for anxiety: 

https://www.horderhealthcare.co.uk/news-healthy-living/simple-breathing-techniques-for-anxiety/ 

 

Micro Zen: Friendly Awareness of Breath 

This mini zen is all about developing a friendly awareness of our own breath. For the next minute 

just be playful with your breath. Try taking a good deep inhale and a slow exhale, maybe try layering 

on a smile and then just observe your own breathing for one mindful moment. You can try feeling 

the air move in and out at our nose or feel the rise and fall of your tummy. Just notice this life-giving 

gift which is available for you to tap into at any time. 
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10 of zen: Breathe and Come Back 

Introduction: In this 10 of zen we’re playing around with using the breath as a tool to anchor 

ourselves here – in the present moment. As our marvellous mind wanders off – which it is very much 

designed to do – we’re just learning to catch it in action, to notice and to kindly bring ourselves back 

into the present moment. The goal of mindfulness practice isn’t about stopping our beautiful minds 

taking us into emotions, thoughts and memories – it’s about changing our relationship with those 

emotions, thoughts and feelings. It’s about noticing them and what I like to say… it’s about making 

friends with our minds. 

● We’re going to start with three deep purposeful breaths – really trying to exhale for longer than you 

inhale – in your own time or together with me – that’s great. 

● Closing your eyes now if you feel comfortable, or if you’d prefer you can keep your eyes open and just 

soften your gaze onto a single spot in front of you. 

● We’re going to rest our awareness in our upper body stress spots now – just see if you can rest your 

awareness in your brow  – feeling across the brow and down into the temples – just noticing what’s there. 

Next just see if you can invite your awareness to move into your jaw for a moment – check-in to see if 

there’s any clench or tightness here – maybe loosening down the lower jaw a little if that works for you. 

And now drawing your attention into your shoulders – and rather than trying to change anything – let’s 

just pause and notice what’s here – awesome. 

● I’d like you to try and settle into your breath now – wherever feels best for you – maybe it’s the air coming 

in & out of your nose or maybe it’s the rise & fall of the chest or tummy – you can place one hand on the 

chest or tummy if that helps you to connect and feel comforted. 

● Just play around here and don’t worry if focusing on breathing makes you feel nervous or anxious at all - if 

that’s coming up for you then go to where the breath feels most safe – often that’s the tummy – or you 

can choose to focus on something else entirely like the sensation of your feet on the floor or your hands 

resting in your lap.  

● So let’s just try and gently focus on these sensations now – and for those of us observing our breath - just 

try to let the body breathe by itself if you can. 

● As we do this please be aware that it’s very likely that your mind will wander off into a thought, feeling, 

emotion or a plan. What we’re trying to do here is almost catch our marvellous mind in action and then 

come back to the meditation.  

● For visual people an image can work well – you can imagine your thoughts as clouds – watching them 

gently pass by and then coming back to the breath or the body. Or when I catch myself thinking I like to 

use the image of birds on a branch – watching them fly off before I come back into this moment. 

● I’m just going to leave you for a few more moments now to play around with this [longer pause]. 

● To finish let’s try and layer on some love stuff – you can lift one hand and place it on the heart centre or 

you can try a half gentle smile at the sides of your mouth – let’s just pause as we close to offer ourselves 

some kindness and consideration – congratulating ourselves for walking along this journey of making 

friends with our mind and discovering what’s here in this moment. 

● Slowly and gently come back into the room now – in your own time – wriggle your fingers and toes and 

slowly open your eyes when you’re ready. 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10 of zen: Opening Awareness 

Introduction: At the absolute heart of any mindfulness practice is the art of really tuning into the 

present moment. One of the best ways to do this is to use our senses.   This meditation is usually 

really popular because it hones in on the space around us and the sensations in our bodies right now. 

So let’s give this one a go with an open mind and be curious about what we find. 

● Find comfy sit spots – what make you even just a touch more comfy – wiggle around – cosy 

blanket. 

● Start with some of those soul nourishing breaths. Enjoy those breaths. We’re going to start with 

three deep purposeful breaths – really trying to exhale for longer than you inhale – in your own 

time or together with me – that’s great. One more breath – I’d like you to exhale until you can 

feel your tummy muscles contract. 

● Closing your eyes now if you feel comfortable or if you’d prefer you can keep your eyes open 

and just soften your gaze onto a single spot in front of you.  

● We’re going to rest our awareness in our upper body stress spots now – just see if you can rest 

your awareness in your brow  – feeling across the brow and down into the temples – just 

noticing what’s there. Next just see if you can invite your awareness to move into your jaw for a 

moment – check-in to see if there’s any clench or tightness here – maybe loosening down the 

lower jaw a little if that works for you. And now drawing your attention into your shoulders – 

and rather than trying to change anything – let’s just pause and notice what’s here – awesome. 

● So what I’d like you to do now is just allow yourself to settle a little more into the body. So I’d 

like you to notice that connection that you’re making with the sofa, the bed, the chair – the 

sense of your feet grounded and rooted to the earth. You’re almost trying to wrap your 

awareness around the breath and allow it to fill the whole of your body.  

● Perhaps taking a scan softly through the body from the head, through the shoulders, the arms, 

the hands. The sides of the body, the back of the body. The tummy, the hips, down through both 

of the legs, the knees, the feet. 

●  You might like to use the breath and see if you can create a sense of the breath flowing through 

the body – you might like to draw the air up through the feet to the head and back down again – 

or perhaps the other way around.  Just breathe with that for a few moments and just see if you 

can allow the breath to really circulate through the whole of the body… 

● And now just see if you can bring the spotlight of your awareness to a part of the body that 

perhaps needs a bit more comfort. See what it feels like to really direct your awareness into any 

area of the body that needs to feel the softness of your nourishing breath. And if that’s not 

working for you, you can use to perhaps zone right out and just sense the body as a whole – 

resting here – just resting here right now. That’s great. 

● So remembering that marvellous mind is going to take you elsewhere. So as and when your mind 

wanders, gently coax it back by focusing on the breath or just note ‘thinking’ and then come 

back to the mediation. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
● Now we’re going to mix things up. Assuming your eyes are closed, just gently open your eyes. 

What I’d like you to do is to slowly scan the space around you – perhaps starting with your 

mobile phone or laptop that you are watching this on – maybe tracing around the edges of that 

object with your eyes. And then I’d just encourage you to look beyond your screen – you can 

take a full 180 with the neck and really observe this space around you now. So use your curiosity 

to look for colours, contrasts of colour, the shapes and the patterns – looking for the light and 

shade and shadow – gently observing, slowly scanning around the space you are in – observing  

the things you can see with curiosity, almost as if you’re looking at them for the very first time. 

Look up and down and all around, perhaps noticing the urge to judge…..dust, washing baskets, a 

little bit of unpainted skirting board – just notice that and try and pull yourself back, becoming 

that detached observer, if you can. 

● And before we close our eyes again, lets take another good purposeful breath, drinking in the 

sight around you. Now when you’re ready, you can close your eyes again if that feels 

comfortable or just soften your gaze into a single spot. 

●  And if it works for you, we’re going to draw ourselves into another sense now, into sounds.  I’d 

like you to attend to the sounds around you right now – registering the sounds just as they are –  

maybe noticing the quality of the sounds or their placement in the room – maybe drawing a little 

sound map around your room…..or if you’re lucky enough, observing the space between the 

sounds. If it helps you can also name the sounds to keep you really grounded – I’ve got X, Y & Z 

sounds going on for me right now. I’ll leave you to play around with that for a few more 

moments and as I said before- notice that urge to judge what you can hear  - to attached like or 

dislike. Just see if you can pull yourself back a little and just hear the sounds for what they are. 

Just listening with curiosity and care. That’s great. 

● Now I’d like you to come full circle to close – bringing your awareness back into the body, 

noticing we did before – our feet grounded into the earth. Ourselves connected to the chair, the 

bed, the sofa. Encouraging our breath to move through the body, in whatever way suits you best 

– directing it into ay one area, or allowing it to be more expansive – feeling the whole of your 

body. 

● You can just try and we close, to see what it feels like, to loosen that jaw – to allow the shoulders 

to drift down the back and as we take 1 or 2 more purposeful breaths again – as you inhale and 

exhale try noting your breathe – as I breathe in I calm my body – as I breath out I smile. 

● Slowly and gently come back into the room – in your own time – wriggle your fingers and your 

toes - slowly open your eyes when you’re ready. 

 


